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when you’ve spent a lifetime building back in one area, simply it holding other areas break.
time to answer the limit that i didn’t completely make sustained yes and .
why can’t i talk people when i ?
why i get confused when there’s more?
what are the consequences of all the holding?
what other casualties have there been?
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"The revolution came about peacefully, at the end of 2025, as a dying capital was gasping its last breaths, as revolutionaries, many and mighty, changed the world. Most of the work was done by the trans people. That brunch feels like ages ago. Before Ragga was the main organizing body of our time. Before Ragga

"...the Ragga family had begun to heal relationships with families estranged while deepening relationships in chosen, connected to chosen family units − of home in a diaspora − who were looking for that solace, for that place.

"...I'm hoping to see the day, to be re-centered, to be re-founded..."